Research Experience for Undergraduates

Wayne State University
Detroit, Michigan
June 5 – August 11, 2017

Spend part of your summer doing research in Physics!

Astrophysics

Undergraduate Students!
Receive $4,600 of stipend plus housing allowance for participation in our 10 week-long research program!

Relativistic Heavy Ion Physics

Particle Physics

Programs:
Promising undergraduates will participate in basic research during this ten-week summer program. Each student is paired with a faculty advisor or a professional scientist who will mentor and guide their research effort through the summer. Research opportunities include experimental and theoretical astrophysics, high energy nuclear and particle physics.

Locations:
Depending on the specific program, research experiences are conducted at Wayne State University (main campus) or at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Batavia, IL).

To apply:
Fill out REU application form at http://rhig.physics.wayne.edu/REU
Application deadline: 9 February 2017

Got questions?
Prof. Alexey A Petrov
Department of Physics and Astronomy
Wayne State University
Detroit, MI 48201
Contact email: apetrov@wayne.edu

This program is funded by the National Science Foundation